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Fibromyalgia 
Pain reduces motor activity, inhibiting motor cortex in a 
self-sustained mechanism of chronic symptoms 
maintenance.  

Lima et al., 2017 
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How does the NIRS work? 

• The sources emit NIR photons that penetrate into the 
biological tissue and then they are absorbed by detectors. 
The NIR photons follow a banana-shape path. Along the 
path the NIR photons undergo two processes: scattering 
and absorption. 

 

• The skin, skull and tissues are trasparent to NIR 
wavelenghts, while O2Hb and HHb absorb these spectra.   

  

• Absorption of NIR photon is mainly due to hemoglobin. 
When there is a brain activation we can see the changes 
in hemoglobin concentration. 

 



AMBITI APPLICATIVI 



Pain 
Motor activity  

Finger tapping speed<in FM Oxyhemoglobin levels< in FM   



Nonostante la variabilità interindividuale, la tendenza ad una diversa modalità di 
attivazione corticale emerge con chiarezza nei singoli casi e nei gruppi 

Pain 
Motor activity  



 



Could a more complex motor task, such as a finalized action, have a 
modulatory effect on pain condition? 

 
 



 



In resting state the motor network is activated in patients before the 
motor observation task, while in controls we observe cortical activation 
in preparation of active movement 

 

In patients with chronic pain, the 
preparation to movement observation 

increases cortical metabolism 



In FM patients, congruent grasping increased 
more efficiently cortical metabolism 

 



The oxyhemoglobin levels went up in FM patients 
during congruent movement observation in 
respect to controls 

 



Similar results in Parkinson’s disease: congruent 
movement observation drives up dysfunctional cortical 
motor networks 
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…to conclude….work in progress… 

 

Active motor resonance mechanisms seem preserved in 
patients with possible initial failure in motor programming  
 
Dysfunctional motor circuits seem to be modulated by 
congruent movement observation 
 
Based on the present results, we could suppose that modifying 
the content of action observation, in order to stimulate motor 
resonance with the use of congruent movement, could 
improve the efficacy of  rehabilitation strategies.  


